
Background

Every day residents are trying to communicate with community 
leaders regarding their differing concerns: road or sidewalk 
conditions, housing or parking concerns, streetlights out or not 
working, and more. Keeping track of every citizen request that 
your town or city hall receives is an important task and can be 
difficult if the wrong tools (or no tools) are there to help. 

Oftentimes municipalities will have an online portal through 
which citizens can submit questions, raise concerns, or flag any 
issues within the communities. But what about the requests 
sent through an email or discussed over a phone call?

Unfortunately, these requests are often still documented with 
pen and paper in a simple log book detailing contact  
information and the related concerns. The administrator who 
receives these correspondences will provide known answers, 
but oftentimes will need to make an additional call to a 
relevant department or individual to collect the correct  
information. 

The lack of historical contact records and FAQs, additional 
phone calls, and departmental follow-ups often lead to citizen 
requests being lost and missing the attention they need. This 
not only upsets citizens, but causes town and city employees to 
misspend  a great deal of hours.  

How Veoci Can Help

Digitalizing your call and email logging will provide the  

opportunity for an organized and streamlined process, one where data is collected and kept readily 
available, cases assigned and tracked within one platform, and residents receive accurate and timely 
responses. 

In Veoci, the process begins when your administrator receives a call or an email from a resident. A 
workflow is opened, and the resident’s name is entered. If the resident has reached out to the office 
before, their profile will populate and the workflow will ask for verification, an effort to reduce duplicate 
entries. The resident can make changes to their  information at this step.

A resident’s location information is often the piece that’s captured incorrectly. A simple spelling, order, 
or number error can cause a larger issue depending on the request or concern being expressed. To 
rectify this problem, Veoci auto populates neighborhoods and wards, ensuring accuracy. After this step, 
the logger can add details of the request, include new notes, or append attachments.

Veoci aids in trend analysis on top of its process automation. An office can quickly find the question 
residents ask most and compile a FAQ sheet to answer common requests, cutting the need for   
administrators to make additional phone calls. If the resident’s request does not fall within the bounds 
of the FAQ sheet however, the case can easily be assigned to the appropriate individual or department 
for review or for any further action item.

Dashboards display the status of all cases, identifying open cases that need resolution from the   
administrator plus the cases that have been forwarded to a department and need to be acknowledged. 
These Dashboards keep all requests visible and provide a common operating picture for not only the 
administrator, departments, mayor, first selectman or selectwoman, but also for the community alders; 
Veoci documents all of their residents’ questions and concerns and serves as another way of keeping a 
pulse on their neighborhoods. 

Implementation is simple: add your departments and employee contacts, and collect some FAQs from 
past experiences. Launch the solution immediately after adding the data and train administrators, 
departmental contacts, and other relevant personnel within an hour.

The goal of this solution is three-fold: to make this process easy and efficient for your staff, to give 
community leaders a beat on their neighborhoods, and, most importantly, to ensure your city  
addresses and meets its resident’s needs. 

Overview

The Need
Call logging and email tracking can 

be complicated. Citizen requests 

can fall through the cracks and work 

can be redundant with a 

disorganized system.

The Solution
Veoci provides a system that helps 

you manage and track your citizen 

requests from start to finish, 

ensuring you can address their 

needs effectively and efficiently.

The Benefit
A system for tracking emails and 

calls that is reliable, easy to learn, 

and organized, allowing you to meet 

the needs of your citizens.
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